+
Gain flexibility and connect your
documents to the cloud
Are you looking to leverage object storage technology
within your organization?
Do you want to reduce the cost and increase the
scalability of the storage associated to your
Folders archives?
Accelerate your IT modernization and benefit from S3 compliant storage
units with the new RSD Folders option: Cloud Storage. RSD expands
your choice of storage by now supporting Amazon S3 (Simple Storage
Service), giving you the flexibility to choose where you want to store
your business reports and documents.

Discover the Cloud Storage connector for
Z and open systems*
• Reliable: developed in collaboration with existing Folders customers

ACTION

Need some change to your
Folders content storage?
• You want to store the data
related to the management
of new documents to a S3
compliant storage unit
• You want to replace your Centera
storage units with a S3 compliant
storage unit
• You want to migrate the data
related to the management
of existing documents to a
S3 compliant storage (move
archives on open)

• Simple: easy to define, requires limited effort to maintain

NEXT STEP

• Flexible: manage your content storage across on-premises, cloud,
and hybrid environments

contact us for more information at
info@rsd.com

Store your content in the cloud, on-premises
or both
This new option was developed at the request of existing Folders
customers wanting to leverage the object storage technology, to
increase scalability and data availability, security and performance.
RSD Folders enables the efficient capture, storage and retrieval of
content across on-premises, cloud, and hybrid environments on any S3
compliant storage unit, including Amazon Web Services (AWS). From
traditional on-premises file-system-based storage to cloud-based
storage, the choice is yours!
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Cloud Storage for Folders z/OS and Folders Open Systems
available June 2019.

CLOUD

Archive and access unlimited volumes
of information
RSD Folders is a secure document management
solution and allows you to rethink the way you
archive documents and output streams. It supports
the classification of unlimited number of documents
whatever the format or source, manages their lifecycle
and enables you to access it easily.

Your company information is valuable and needs
to be protected due to compliance and regulatory
requirements. If you don’t have access to this
information or if you manage it incorrectly, it can
become a threat to your company.

Ingestion of
documents
and reports

Identification
Information
classification

Encryption, Fingerprint
Compression
user control

Lifecycle
management,
Audit and Tracking

Via web application,
APIs or Web Services
from any device

Increase the flexibility of your archives storage
with Folders and the Cloud Storage connector
Open

High performance

Easy

• Open APIs and Web Services to
facilitate integration

• High speed ingestion rates of large
data streams

• One-Day implementation

• Source and Format of information
agnostic

• Constant response time not relative
to database growth

• Document archive in its original format

• Scalability on high volume
of archives

• Limited administration through
automated rules
• Cloud Storage Option: flexible data
storage on S3 compliant storage units

About RSD
Headquartered in Geneva, with offices in the US and in Asia, RSD develops
and sells enterprise-grade software solutions to help its customers change
the way they use and manage their hybrid IT environment.
Built upon 45 years of expertise and highest standards, RSD’s offerings
enable customers to optimize IT resources in an ever more challenging
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and hybrid world. Thanks to innovative solutions and a flexible license
model, RSD helps companies to reduce further their existing IT operating
costs. RSD has built a strong and loyal customer base of Fortune 2000
companies with millions of users worldwide. RSD offerings are available
around the globe – both directly and through business partners.

